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SPACES UNDER STRONG AXIOMS 

PETER NYIKOS 

In the research announcement [ENl], some new topological 
independence results were detailed which were made possible 
by the discovery of new posets which do not add reals when 
they are forced with. Since these posets are proper, they can 
be used in proving certain statements to be consequences of 
(or at least compatible with) PFA or PFA+, even though these 
ax-ioms deny CH (in fact, they imply c == N2 ). A remarkable 
recent example is: 

Theorem 1. [N1] If it is consistent that there is a supercom
pact cardinal) it is consistent that every hereditarily normal 
(Ts)J hereditarily cwH manifold of dimension greater than 1 is 
metrizable. 

[Here "cwH" stands for "collectionwise Hausdorff" -see Def
inition 1 directly below. All through this announcement, the 
Hausdorff separation axiom is assumed, but the cwH property 
is much stronger than this.] 

Definition 1. An expansion of a subset D of a set X is a 
family {Ud : d E D} of subsets of X such that -Ud n D == d 
for all d E D. A space X is [strongly] eolleetionwise Hausdorff 
(abbreviated [s] ewE) if every closed discrete subspace has an 
expansion to a disjoint [resp. discrete] collection of open sets. 
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Set-theoretic hypotheses sufficient for Theorem I are ob
tainable by revised countable support forcing with semi-proper 
posets beginning with a ground model that has a supercompact 
cardinal. The simplest and strongest set of sufficient hypothe
ses can be summed up as SSA+PFA+, where PFA+ is as in 
Baumgartner's article in Handbook of Set- Theoretic Topology 
and S SA is the axiom that there is a stationary subset S of 
WI such that ideal of nonstationary subsets of S is (W2 ; W2, w)
saturated: 

Definition 2. Let S be a stationary subset of WI. We say that 
the ideal of nonstationary subsets of S is (K; A, Jl) -saturated 
if for every collection Z of K-many stationary subsets of S, 
there is a subcollectionW of Z such that !W! = A and such 
that every subcollection of W having fl or fewer members has 
stationary intersection. 

Axiom SSA was shown consistent in [Sh, XIII, 4.3] and the 
forcing used can easily be modified to get P F A+ at the same 
time. The use of P F A+ in Theorem 1 can be broken down 
into the use of PFA and an axiom 0022 which is one of the 
strongest of the axioms in a schema introduced in [EN]. 

Definition 3. A subset S of a poset P is downward closed 
if whenever s E Sand p < s, then pES also. A collection
of subsets of a set X is an ideal if it is downward closed with 
respect to C, and closed under finite union. An ideal J of 
countable subsets of a set X is countable-covering if J r Q is 
countably generated for each countable Q eX. 

Definition 4. Axiom 0022 is the axiom that if J is a countable
covering ideal on a stationary subset E of WI, then either: 

(i)	 there exists a stationary subset A of E such that [A]W C 
J; or 

(ii)	 there exists a stationary subset B of E such that B n J 
is finite for all J E J. 

As shown in [NI], Axiom CC22 is a consequence of P F A+ 
and it is also compatible with CH [EN2]. It plays a key tole in 
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all known propfs of Theorem 1 and of the following much more 
general result [N4]: 

Theorem 2. [SSA + CC22 + P F A] If X is a locally compact, 
locally connected, Ts, hereditarily cwH space, then: 

(a)	 Every component of X is WI-compact, AND 
(b)	 Every non-Lindelof component ofX has uncountably many 

cut points, AND 
(c)	 X is hereditarily collectionwise normal and hereditarily 

countably paracompact, AND 
(d)	 X is the union of a rim-finite closed subspace R arid a 

family of open Lindelof subspaces with countable discrete 
boundaries, AND 

(e)	 For every open cover U of X, there is a discrete family 
J( of copies of regular cardinals such that X,\ UJ( can be 
covered by a relatively locally finite collection of open sets, 
each of which is a subset of some U E U, AND 

(f)	 X admits a perfect map onto a monotone normal, locally 
compact, locally connected, rim-finite space Z such that 
every point of Z has perfectly normal preimage. 

Since no manifold of dimension> 1 has any cut points, The
orem 1 is immediate from Theorem 2. In the set-theoretic ax
ioms used in Theorem 2, SSA can be replaced by the following 
axiom [which it implies, see Theorem 3 (f) below]: 

Axiom F. Given any family of functions {fa: Q < W2} from 
WI to w, there is a stationary set S and an infinite Z C W2 and 
nEw such that f,(a) < n for all ( E Z and all a E S. 

Axiom F clearly implies that there are no Kurepa trees, and 
hence it implies there is an inner model with an inaccessi
ble cardinal. It would be good to know what its consistency 
strength actually is. It fits in nicely with the following con
cepts. 

Definition 5. If I is an ideal of subsets of a set S, we say a 
collection A of subsets of S is I -disjoint if the intersection of 
any pair of members of A is in I. A collection A of sets in 
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P( S) \ I is maximal I -disjoint if it is I-disjoint and for each 
B E P(S) \ I there exists A E A such that (B n A) 1- I. 

Definition 6. Let I and J be ideals on a set S. We say 
the pair (I, ,--1) is(K,i; A,p)-para-saturated[resp·(K,<i; A,p)
para-saturated] if for each family II( of K maximal I-disjoint 
collections of sets in P(S) \ I, each of which has:::; i [resp. 
fewer than i] members, it is possible to choose a subfamily IL of 
A collections and a member of each collection in the subfamily 
IL so that the intersection of any set of p chosen members is not 
in J. We say I is(K, i; A, p)-para-saturated if the pair (I,I) 
is (K, i; A, p )-para-saturated. 

Of course, this concept 011ly makes sense if K 2: A 2: p. 
On the other hand, there are no restrictions on i vis-a-vis the 
other cardinals. If an ideal I is (K; A, p )-saturated it is clearly 
(K, i; A, p )-para-saturated for all i. In general, the smaller K 
is, and the bigger any of the remaining cardinals are, the more 
den1anding the condition. Laver has observed that the pair 
(I, J) is not (K, 2; w, w)-para-saturated in a model obtained 
by adding K Cohen reals, where I and J are the nonstationary 
and countable ideals on WI, respectively. This is the weakest 
possible kind of nontrivial para-saturation property involving 
infinite p. We also have a number of consistency results go
ing the other way, some of them summarized in the following 
theorem along with two negative results. 

Theorem 3. [N2] Let I be the nonstationary ideal on a sta
tionary subset E of WI. Then: 

(a)	 1ft' > WI) then I is (w,n;w,w)-para-saturatedfor all
 
finite n
 

(b)	 I is not (w, < w; w,w)-para-saturated)' 
(c)	 If t' > WI) then I is (WI, < W ; W, W ) -para-saturated/ 
(d)	 I is not (WI, W; W, w)-para-saturated 
(e) If it is consistent that there is a supercompact cardinal) it 

is consistent that there is an E such that I is (W2' 2W1 
; W2, w)

para-saturated)' 
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(f)	 If I is (W2, W ; WI, w) -para-saturated, then Axiom F holds, 
and hence there is an inner model with an inaccessible 
cardinal. 

(g)	 If P > WI and Axiom F holds, and E == WI, then I is 
(W2'W; w,w)-para-saturated. 

A natural question raised by this theorem is: 

Problem 1. Is it possible to show the consistency of the 
nonstationary ideal on WI being (W2'W; w,w)-para-saturated 
without using large cardinal axioms? 

In our context, however, the most relevant unsolved problem 
about para-satura-tion at this time is: 

Problem 2. Let S be a stationary subset of WI. If I is the 
nonstationary ideal on Sand :1 is the countable one, is it 
possible to show the consistency of (I,:1) being (W2, 2W1 

; W, w)
para-saturated without using large cardinal axioms? 

The existence of S for which this para-saturation property 
holds is called Axiom S in [N1] and is used there in place of 
Axiom F to prove Theorem 1. Otherwise the same axioms 
are used as were used in proving Theorem 2, and PFA was 
actually only used in Theorems 1 and 2 for two things: (1) 
every locally compact Hausdorff space of countable spread is 
hereditarily Lindelof and (2) every first countable, countably 
compact Hausdorff space is either compact or contains a copy 
of WI. No large cardinals are needed for this much: (1) follows 
simply from M A(Wl) and (2) has been obtained in a forcing 
model of M A(WI) by Alan Dow without any necessity for large 
cardinals. 

The proof of Theorem 1 in [N 1] also uses the following 'intu
itively obvious' fact about domains (i. e., open connected sets) 
in §n: 

Theorem A Suppose that D is a domain in §n. Then for 
every component C of the complement of D, the frontier ac 
of C is connected. 
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This is trivial for the case n = 1. I am indebted to David 
Gauld for the proof for n > 1. As might be expected, it uses 
algebraic topology. 

The following concept played a role in the proofs of Theo
rems 1 and 2, and also in the proofs of some theorems that do 
not require local connectedness: 

Definition 7. An alignment of a' space X is a family (Xa 

a < B) of open subspaces of X whose union is X, such that 
X a is a proper subset of X{3 whenever a < fl. The ordinal () 
is called the length of the alignment, while the width at a of 
the alignment equals the Lindelof degree of Xa \ Ue<a Xe, and 
the width of the alignment is the supremum of the widths at 
all ordinals < B. An alignment is continuous if Xa = Ue<a X e 
whenever a is a limit ordinal. 

Recall that the Lindelof degree of a space X denoted L(X), is 
the least infinite cardinal number"" such that every open cover 
of X has a subcover of cardinality :::; "". Spaces of Lindelof 
degree :::; ~I will be called ~I-Lindelof below. The following 
two theorems are shown in [N2] and are also used in proving 
Theorem 2. 

Theorem 4. [MA(Wl)] Let X be a locally compact, hereditar
ily scwH, WI -compact space. Then X has a continuous align
ment {Xa : a < O} of countable width such that each X a is 
WI -compact and each Xa \ Xa is hereditarily Lindelof. More
over, if TJ is a limit ordinal of uncountable cofinality, then 
U{Xa : a < TJ} has (countable, closed) discrete bou'ndary. 

Theorem 5. [PFA + CC22 + Axiom F] Every locally com
pact, Ts, hereditarily cwH space X satisfying L(X) = NI has a 
continuous alignment {Xa : a < WI} of countable width such 
that the boundary of each X a is countable. 

An example is given in [N5] to show that one cannot make 
the boundary discrete in Theorem 5. However, if one adds WI
compactness (or local connectedness: see Theorem 2 (a)) to 
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the hypotheses, one can make it closed discrete for all a. This 
has a consequence similar to that in Theorem 2 (b): 

Theorem 6. [PFA + CC22 + Axiom F] Every locally compact) 
Ts) hereditarily cwH) wI-compact space X satisfying L(X) == NI 

is collectionwise normal and countably paracompact. 

The hypotheses may seem almost ridiculously strong, but 
this and Theorem 2 (b) are among the very few consistency 
results that say such-and-such a kind of Dowker space does 
not exist. [Recall that a space is called D01vker if it is normal 
but not countably paracompact.] All others are, if anything, 
even more specialized. 

We close with a pair of theorems [N3] used in the proof of 
Theorem 2 that used no special set-theoretic hypotheses at all, 
and the topological hypotheses in.volved a concept so weak that 
it is implied by each of the following individually: normality 
(even pseudonormality), coulltable paracompactness, the scwH 
property, and realcompactess: 

Definition 7. A space X satisfies Property wD if every infinite 
closed discrete subspace D has an infinite subspace D' that has 
an expansion to a discrete collection of open sets. 

Of course, Property wD need only be verified for countable 
sets. 

Theorem 7. Let X be a locally compact space satisfying wD 
hereditarily) and let (Xa : a < 0) be a continuous alignment 
of X. For each limit ordinal I of uncountable cofinality) the 
boundary of X" in X is a closed discrete subspace. 

Theorem 8. If X is a locally compact) locally connected space 
satisfying Property wD hereditarily) and every NI -Lindelof sub
space of X has NI -Lindelof closure) then X has a continuous 
alignment of width :S WI . 
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